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THE ROLE OF THE BRAIN IN FINANCIAL
DECISIONS
A VIEWPOINT ON NEUROECONOMICS

Guillermo Mateu, Lucas Monzani and Roger Muñoz Navarro

In this article, we explain the important role neuroscience plays in economic and financial
environments. Hence, we present neuroeconomics as a way to describe how decision-making
processes affect brain activity, focusing especially on the importance of economic and financial
decisions. We answer some questions regarding the role of emotions in finance, the psychological
factors present in financial markets, and how neuropsychological stimuli affect our economic
decisions. We conclude by citing the main research in the area of neuroscience in financial decisionmaking processes, and highlight further research projects in these areas.
Keywords: financial markets, decision-making, neuroeconomics, brain.
(Bertrand, Mullainathan, & Shafir, 2006). Questions
In recent years, neuroscience-related research
such as why humans make certain choices when
has surged. Technological advances have allowed
faced with equal alternatives, or why human
researchers to improve our understanding of how
economic behaviour changes when clear rational
our brains work when we make decisions: we now
models that ought to drive their decisions exist, are
know that different situational factors may affect our
just some of the questions that guide this research.
decision-making processes at a neuropsychological
These examples can be observed in the real world
level (Camerer, 2007). Within this framework,
and are scrutinized by studying many variables, such
neuroeconomics has emerged as a research field
as risk, uncertainty, or bounded
concerned with the study of the
rationality (Kahneman, 2003).
brain when dealing specifically
A neuroscientific perspective
with economic decisions. In
«FEELINGS AND EMOTIONS
allows us to analyse this
other words, we understand
PLAY A CRUCIAL ROLE
phenomenon in a deeper, more
neuroeconomics as the field
IN DETERMINING OUR
thorough manner, and to link it
that studies brain activity while
with emotional and physiological
making economic decisions
ECONOMIC BEHAVIOUR»
approaches (Hsu, Bhatt, Adolphs,
(Camerer, Loewenstein, & Prelec,
Tranel, & Camerer, 2005).
2005). In this article we will
Take, for example, a person
review the literature regarding
thinking about purchasing a new apartment. Several
this field in order to describe the neuropsychological
variables may influence this person’s decision to buy
basis of decision-making processes, focusing on
a given apartment. For instance, this person might
economic and financial decisions.
want to live in the same neighbourhood where they
spent their childhood, or the apartment might be
■■ NEUROPSYCHOLOGICAL FUNCTION IN
both closer to their work and near a park where they
ECONOMIC DECISION-MAKING
can practice outdoor sports. A traditional economic
approach would aim to explain this person’s decision
Decision-making processes have puzzled researchers
from a rational point of view; that is, a choice to
for decades. Several domains of scientific inquiry
maximize their own profit and individual utilities.
including psychology, business management, or
Should this person be a fully informed consumer,
economics, among others, have studied them
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Traditional financial research has tried to identify which economic
variables are behind phenomena such as speculation bubbles (and
their inevitable burst in the short or the long term). This approach
is based on rational parameters without taking the effect that
emotions have on market fluctuations into account.
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they would be able to rank their buying preferences
according to their personal utility, needs, and
characteristics (e.g., whether or not the apartment
People always try to make the best decision at crucial life
has a garage or a garden, the socioeconomic level
moments (such as the purchase of a house) because many
of the neighbourhood, public transport availability,
aspects of their life can be seriously affected. One of the main
etc.). However, as humans, feelings and emotions can
goals of neurobehavioral finances is to better understand the
neuropsychological determinants of economic expectations and
also play a crucial role in determining our economic
their emotional correlations.
behaviour (Rick & Loewenstein, 2008), and so does
our ability to manage emotions
in a given context (Gross &
mind. The focus then moves
John, 2003). Past and recent
to exploring the social aspects
«WE UNDERSTAND
studies in both psychological
involved in economic decisions,
NEUROECONOMICS AS THE
and neuropsychological sciences
such as rumours and economic
(Davidson, Putnam, & Larson,
bubbles. Finally, we come full
FIELD THAT STUDIES BRAIN
2000) have explored how
circle by elaborating on how a
ACTIVITY WHILE MAKING
humans address their need to
controlled social environment
ECONOMIC DECISIONS»
effectively manage the plethora
(e.g., a laboratory) could be
of emotional stimuli that arises
informative, not only regarding
in certain situations (e.g., when
the economic behaviour of
visiting an apartment close to the place where we
individuals, but also their emotional states and
grew up, or during the bargaining process with the
strategies, as well as their brain chemistry.
seller). Such cognitive and affective regulation is
critical to achieve satisfactory economic outcomes,
■■ NEUROBEHAVIORAL FINANCE
but it is also important in our everyday life.
The work we present here is structured in the
Although words such as emotions or expectations may
following way: First, we introduce the notion of
seem to be abstract concepts for some of our readers,
neurobehavioral finance, which acts as the theoretical
they are actually very present in every interaction we
background for the subsequent sections. Next, we
have with our environment. Furthermore, emotions
explore the brain structures involved in decisionand expectations have, on the one hand, specific
making processes and the factors that might influence
neurophysiological correlates – we can pinpoint
them. We then move from human «hardware» to
which area of the brain is activated by a specific
«software», exploring the resulting emotional states
emotion or thought process involving an expectation
involved in decision making and using inherited
(e.g., decision-making processes; Bechara, Damasio,
behavioural traits as a bridge between body and
& Damasio, 2000) – and, on the other hand, they have
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a specific and measurable impact on the life of
the individual and of others; in other words,
they can influence an individual’s behaviour.
Our previous example clearly shows the
importance of expectations when considering
situations from an economic perspective. For
example, rational individuals try to make the
best possible decision in critical life events
(e.g., when purchasing a new apartment),
because in these situations each decision has a
deep emotional impact on many aspects of their
future life. If making the right decisions seems
very important from an individual’s point of view,
imagine the potential importance of the economic
decisions made by traders in stock markets, or
Phineas Gage’s case was a milestone in neuroscience. In 1848, while
he was working on the construction of a railroad line in Vermont, a
even by politicians who determine the fate of a
badly calculated detonation caused an iron rod to go through the
country or nation. Consequently, one clear goal of
left side of his face into his cranium. Gage’s personality changed
neurobehavioral finance is to better understand what
radically and, decades later, neuroscience linked this behavioural
the neuropsychological determinants of economic
change to the brain damage he suffered in the area that connects
expectations are, as well as their emotional correlates.
the limbic brain with the prefrontal cortex.
One research avenue of neurobehavioral finance
focuses on variables, both at the micro and macro
■■ THE EMOTIONAL BRAIN
level, which explain human behaviour in relation
The famous case of Phineas Gage (Damasio,
to financial markets. For example, although a
Grabowski, Frank, Galaburda, & Damasio, 1994)
lot of resources and effort have been invested in
is considered a milestone in neuroscience. After
finding out which economic variables cause market
this study was published in Science, the notion
fluctuations, every attempt so far has failed to
that particular neural areas and pathways are
stop the cyclic emergence, and inevitable burst, of
responsible in decision-making, social cognition,
financial bubbles. In other words, controlling these
and environmental adaptability became accepted
fluctuations – anticipating and avoiding them – is one
as scientific fact. In 1848, Phineas Gage suffered a
of the main objectives of traditional financial research
tragic accident while working on New England’s
(Blanchard & Watson, 1982). However, trying to think
railroad industry. Before that
outside the box, some authors
accident, he was an average
suggest that, although much has
citizen, intelligent and socially
been said about expectations,
«THE “SOMATIC MARKER
well-adjusted. However, after
the role of emotions within
the accident, his personality
financial systems may have
HYPOTHESIS” SUGGESTS
changed radically. He behaved
been neglected. More precisely,
THAT THE FUNCTION OF
in a disrespectful manner,
if emotions can be seen as
NEUROLOGICAL STRUCTURES
displayed infantile behaviours,
the affective counterpart of
AND PSYCHOLOGICAL
or even engaged in sexually
rational expectations, they
(COGNITIVE-EMOTIONAL)
explicit exposures that
should not be regarded as
offended his social circle. Most
less important in shaping and
MECHANISMS IS UNIFIED»
surprisingly, despite this change
creating speculative financial
in behaviour after the accident,
bubbles, or across different
his intelligence levels remained
market processes (Tseng, 2006).
the same. Decades later, neuroscience studies
Hence, if economists joined forces with psychologists
linked the damages in several of Phineas Gage’s
and neuroscientists, their collective wisdom could
neural areas and brain connections with cognitive
enhance our understanding of the ultimate motives
functions related to planning, execution, personality,
behind the behaviour of financial agents, which
decision-making, and what we commonly understand
may not be directly explained by rational models. In
as «rationality». All these areas have inseparable
particular, they could provide some guidance in the
connections with brain areas related to emotional
prevention of future financial bubbles.
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regulation. Thus, if they suffer brain damage, this
can lead the individual to make erratic decisions (and
behaviours).
The damaged brain areas in Gage’s case (and
many others with a similar clinical background)
were those connecting the limbic brain (in charge of
eliciting basic emotions), with the prefrontal cortex,
which deals with these emotions in a planned and
rational way. Dozens of studies have shown that
when either of these areas or their underlying circuits
are damaged, individuals lose the ability to make
an optimal choice (Shiv, Loewenstein, Bechara,
Damasio, & Damasio, 2005). More precisely,
there is a key neural area in the limbic brain that
elicits negative emotional responses such as fear:
the amygdala. This neural area is located within
the temporal lobes of both hemispheres, and its
connections reach vast parts of the neocortex, like
the orbitofrontal region or ventromedial prefrontal
cortex, the anterior cingulate cortex, the cortex of
the insula, and other subcortical nuclei, such as
the thalamus, basal ganglia, or hypothalamus. Any
«Greed, for lack of a better word, is good. Greed is right, greed
damage to these areas or the circuits interconnecting
works. Greed clarifies, cuts through, and captures the essence of
them involves a deficiency in social decision making
the evolutionary spirit.» These are the famous words uttered by
(Adolphs et al., 2005). These areas also regulate
Gordon Gekko, the main character in Wall Street (1987) and the
different types of empathy and, in the case that we
paradigm of the financial agent with no qualms about anything,
suffer any neural damage to them, we might lose our
driven purely by greed, both in terms of money and power.
ability to recognize the emotions
and thoughts of those around us.
allowed these patients to make
Identifying the source of
high-risk investments and
«WHEN WE PERCEIVE
negative emotions such as fear
harvest the consequent earnings.
A MONETARY GAIN,
leads to the formulation of the
However, because correlation
THE REWARD SYSTEM
«somatic marker hypothesis».
does not imply causation, this
IS ACTIVATED BY RELEASING
In short, this hypothesis suggests
study also raises the possibility
that the function of neurological
DOPAMINE INTO THE
that a personality profile with
structures and psychological
an excessive tendency towards
NUCLEUS ACCUMBENS, THUS
(cognitive-emotional)
risk-taking behaviours and
CAUSING A GRATIFYING
mechanisms is unified.
the expectation of quick and
SENSATION»
Furthermore, this implies the
high payoffs, as seen in many
need for a harmonious flow
financial brokers, may lead to
between cognitions and emotions
neuropsychological issues. In
in order to be able to make
this sense, neuronal functionality in such decisions
decisions that result in adaptive behaviour, whether
could be decisive in the explanation of excessive
their nature is social or economic. Such findings, and
risk-taking in economic transactions, the creation of
subsequent theorizing based on these results, are
economic bubbles, or our own economic crisis.
relevant for the broader field of neuroeconomics.
For example, it has been noted that subjects with
■■ THE ROLE OF FEAR AND GREED
neural damage in the aforementioned areas make
economic decisions that challenge the concept of
A truism in financial markets is that fear and greed are
economic rationality: some patients with different
what shapes systematic fluctuations that later derive
types of neural damage were able to obtain greater
into financial bubbles. Westerhoff (2004), for instance,
economic profits than normal individuals would
proposed a behavioural model that predicts stock price
have (Shiv et al., 2005). It seems that fearlessness
fluctuation by factoring in how strongly the financial
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behaviour of traders is driven by these two emotions.
Due to the importance of fear and greed in influencing
financial behaviour, we can elaborate on the
neuropsychological processes behind these affective
states and their respective behavioural responses.
Most psychologists have defined the concepts of
fear and greed in relation to risk and uncertainty (Biel
& Gärling, 1995). On the one hand, if we have a look
at greed-related factors, we find excessive levels of
optimism and overconfidence – potentially caused
by underestimating the risks – or excessive levels of
personal desires. As depicted by Jin and Zhou (2011),
greed has two defining features: first, it involves
a strong desire for wealth; second, it involves the
satisfaction of that desire by executing an aggressive
action. Not surprisingly, Jin and Zhou consider greed
as one of the potential causal factors behind the
financial crisis. More importantly, greed influences
decision making because, in order to reach higher
profit targets, higher risks need to be assumed (e.g.,
buying toxic assets), which is the ultimate cause of

Traders usually define themselves in terms of their profits. These
profits usually involve an increase in status and recognition. In a
social environment such as the trading floor, winning experiences
can become as addictive as gambling.

the development of bubbles. In this sense, hormones
like testosterone, related with social dominance and
status, foster the greedy and aggressive behaviours
underlying market settings.
What can neuroscience tell us about the biological
basis of greed? Although not many studies have
analyzed this particular topic, accepting that greed
is an egoistic self-oriented ensemble of positive
emotions (i.e., happiness, joy, and pleasure turned
to one’s own profit), neurobiology can tell us a lot
about it. In this sense, each individual is hardwired
with a reward system, which segregates a number
of neurotransmitters that induce what humans
experience and describe as «pleasure». More
specifically, the nucleus accumbens is the neural
area that originates pleasure feelings, thanks to a
neurotransmitter called «dopamine». Dopamine
is always released when something appears to be
necessary for our survival, like eating, drinking,
having sex, protection, etc.
Similarly, because traders tend to define
themselves in terms of their profits, they always get
a dopamine release when an economic transaction
becomes profitable. Thus, as Gordon Gecko from
Wall Street would have it, it seems that «greed
is good», because when we perceive a monetary
gain, the reward system is activated by releasing
dopamine into the nucleus accumbens, thus causing a
gratifying sensation (Breiter, Aharon, Kahneman, &
Shizgal, 2001). Furthermore, perceiving a monetary
gain activates not only the nucleus accumbens,
but also other areas such as the amygdala and the
hypothalamus, the neural centre of the endocrine
system. This area releases testosterone as a result of
the «winner effect» and, consequently, one’s position
in the social ladder increases.
Then, what would happen to traders who obtained
substantial profits several consecutive times? In fact,
from a neurochemical point of view, winning can
have the same effect than an illegal substance, and
the brain will adapt to its thrill as it does to any other
drug (usually substances are considered illegal due
to their ability to hijack the reward system, which
leads to a dopamine imbalance). Therefore, as with
drugs, our brain will ask for more and more «winning
experiences». Similar to shopping or gambling,
trading and winning several times, which increases
power and recognition in a social environment such
as the trading floor, can become truly addictive.
On the other hand, fear is related to risk
uncertainty. Indeed, Cheekiat Low (2004) stated that
pressures in financial markets are always dominated
by fear. Moreover, fear can be understood as a
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psychological state that results from extreme risk
aversion. As mentioned above, the «winner effect»
activates the endocrine system, releasing several
hormones (including testosterone), as a response to a
step up the social ladder or to consecutive monetary
gains. But there is also another face to this positive
outcome: the fear of losing this recently-acquired
power and wealth. The stress hormone Cortisol is the
neurochemical substrate behind this winning-losing
tandem, and is released into the hypothalamus by
the amygdala, an area that reacts to every stimuli
perceived as an attempt to menace our survival,
wealth, or status. Hence, when somebody wins,
dopamine and testosterone are released, but cortisol
also increases. This process is reversed according to
the outcome, both in animals and humans.
Fear and greed may have a direct effect on
trading stability and bubble development, and
negative consequences on financial markets. But, it is
important to note that the role of emotions in financial
decisions is not limited to greed and fear. Evidence
showing the negative relationship between emotional
reactivity and agent trading performance has been
used, for instance, to explain the link between price
fluctuations and investor wealth.

WINNING CAN HAVE THE SAME EFFECT
THAN AN ILLEGAL SUBSTANCE»

Interestingly, researchers have confirmed this
relationship using a clinical sample of day-traders,1
providing additional evidence of the relevance of
emotions in this field of research.
From a psychological point of view, the study of
individual differences in stock market psychology has
helped to clarify whether what makes for successful
investors is learnt or is genetically inherited. On
the one hand, research on emotional competencies
suggests that traders can learn how to regulate
emotions such as fear and greed. In this sense,
emotional competencies are understood as the set of
knowledge, skills, and abilities that allow people to
identify, understand and manage their own and others’
emotions (Mayer, Roberts, & Barsade, 2008). On
the other hand, research on personality psychology
1

Day traders perform operations that – in general – must be closed before
the end of the trading day. Their activities usually involve a great deal of
risk, which can result in large earnings but also big loses.
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«FROM A NEUROCHEMICAL POINT OF VIEW,

affirms that we are born with five personality traits,
one of them being emotional stability. Emotional
stability is understood as a natural tendency to
trust oneself, both in terms of one’s decisions and
quality of work (Judge & Bono, 2001). Thus, traders
with higher emotional stability will have stronger
self-mastery, and become less susceptible to letting
excessive fear or greed influence their decisionmaking while trading.
Finally, fear and greed can shape psychological
states, or mind-sets. Westerhoff’s case is that traders
tend to react optimistically (expectations) when the
market steadily rises and, as a result, they buy stocks
(behavioural response). Conversely, their behaviour
is different when stock prices change too much and
too quickly, since agents tend to panic (emotion)
and sell stocks (behavioural response). Generally
speaking, although we cannot assume that investors
are irrational in economic terms, it is fair to say that
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set usually results in a very negative behavioural
outcome: selling behaviour, which thus, results in a
decrease in the prices of instruments.
■■ THE ULTIMATUM GAME EXPLAINED BY
NEUROECONOMICS
Neuroeconomics is a field that combines the
techniques of neuroscience research and behavioural
games in an economics context. One of the most
interesting examples is the ultimatum game, an
economic game to experimentally study the economic
decisions of participants in a simple environment
(Güth, Schmittberger, & Schwarze 1982). In this game,
two people interact anonymously once. Participant A
is given a sum of money (e.g., $10) and asked to divide
this amount with participant B, whom participant A
does not know, and will not know even after the end
of the game. If participant B, who knows the amount
of money that participant A has ($10), accepts the
participant A’s proposal, the $10 amount will be split
between the two participants according to participant
A’s decision. If participant B does not accept the
proposal, both participants will earn nothing. Now, the
interesting aspect of this behavioural game is given
to us by game theory. Assuming the full rationality
of all agents, participant B should accept any positive
amount of money, because the new situation will
improve from a monetary point of view. However, bids
of $2 or less received by B participants are generally
rejected in most developed countries.
Why do participants who receive small sums of
money reject the proposal? Some neuroeconomic
In the ultimatum game, participant A has to divide a sum of money
studies have shown that participants do not
with participant B. The latter can accept or reject this offer; in the
need to suffer from brain damage or a hormonal
case of rejection, neither A nor B obtains any profit. This simple
neurotransmitter imbalances to make irrational
experiment is useful for observing some of the emotional factors
that regulate our economic behaviour, including greed, status
choices. In this paradigm, the level of hormones and
defence, and empathy.
the neural receptors in areas
of the somatic marker play a
crucial role. Using complex
the rationality of their behaviour
«EMPATHY SEEMS TO BE
analysis
techniques to monitor
could be strongly influenced
THE MECHANISM THAT
brain activity when participants
by fear and greed. In this
EXPLAINS WHY PEOPLE ARE
make decisions, it has been
sense, the greed of investors is
GENEROUS»
observed that participants who
motivated by high spirits and
reject small sums of money have
positive expectations towards the
high levels of brain activation
market, which are the building
in the insula, an area related to feelings of disgust
blocks of a «bullish» mind-set. A bullish mind-set, in
(Gallese, Keysers, & Rizzolatti, 2004). Similarly,
turn, influences their economic behaviour towards
Mehta and Beer (2010) observed that in addition to
buying, which leads to an increase in the purchase
presenting high levels of activity in the insula these
of financial instruments based on future contracts.
subjects also had high levels of testosterone, which
On the other hand, fear results in a low mood and in
implies that these behaviours are related to a defence
negative expectations regarding the market’s future,
of status. As already suggested, these observations
which elicits a «bearish» mind-set. A bearish mind-
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take into account the fact that humans are social
beings concerned with their social identity and this
includes feelings, beliefs, and emotions. From this
point of view, while rejecting money implies a loss of
resources, this response is a way to punish those who
try to abuse their power and also prevents the person
from receiving a small sum of money in the future
by protecting them from acquiring a reputation as
«exploitable».
As shown, patients with high levels of testosterone
are less generous and less trusting (Zak et al., 2009).
Another question that resulted from this type of
experiment is: why should a person offer a very
large sum of money? Just as disgust is the reason for
rejecting small sums of money, empathy seems to be
the mechanism that explains why people are generous.
Empathy is the ability to get emotionally involved
with people around us. Therefore, an empathetic
participant is expected to offer larger sums of money
in the ultimatum game than someone who is not. To
test this argument, neuroeconomics uses experimental
techniques for manipulating the empathy levels of
Fear and greed play a fundamental role in systematic market
participants, for example by controlling the levels of
fluctuations. While greed usually pushes traders to assume
oxytocin, the «hormone of love». Oxytocin is related
increasingly greater risks with the expectation of making higher
to the levels of trust and empathy which different
profits, the fear of losing one’s social position or recent profits
usually involves trying to avoid risks.
people display. Thus, people who received an oxytocin
infusion offered sums of money that were 80% higher
than those who did not receive
our work is based on a recent
the infusion (Kosfeld, Heinrichs,
consensus in the neuroscience
Zak, Fischbacher, & Fehr, 2005).
«RATHER THAN THE TRENDY
field that rejects the mind/brain
Using experimental designs
QUACKERY BASED ON
duality, instead proposing the
such as the ultimatum game,
MAGICAL SOLUTIONS,
existence of a singular entity
neuroeconomics aims to
FACT-BASED EVIDENCE
that produces psychological
analyse the mechanisms
processes. Thus, whereas
through which humans make
REGARDING WHICH
differences
in brain structures
decisions. As shown in the
TECHNIQUES ARE USEFUL
may alter an individual’s
above examples, this discipline
FOR OUR EMOTIONAL
behaviour, as occurred to
seeks to understand aspects of
MANAGEMENT IS AVAILABLE»
Phineas Gage, neuroscience
human behaviour that cannot be
posits that behaviour may
explained considering them as
alter brain structure. Finally,
purely rational actors.
from a neuroscientific perspective, emotions are
not determinant, but crucial for making efficient
■■ CONCLUSIONS
decisions. Moreover, the effects of hormones such as
cortisol, testosterone or oxytocin regulate the balance
Considering the work in the finance sector as a
of making riskier, greedy, or prosocial decisions.
decision-making process in which expectations and
This suggests that training our brain, in addition to
emotions play a crucial role, these concepts cannot be
controlling the markets, may have a direct impact on
separated from behavioural approaches. In this sense,
the prevention of negative financial scenarios.
one of the most important goals in finance is how
Based on our first example, we are closer to
to predict market fluctuations. We propose that in
understanding how the brain works when a person
order to better understand these processes, alongside
is considering purchasing a new apartment, and how
emotions such as fear and greed, we must also
that decision, embedded in larger expectations, elicits
take expectations into consideration. Furthermore,
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emotions which, in turn, influence brain activity. So,
the way emotions are managed plays a crucial role
in the purchase process. To avoid negative emotions
such as fear, the buyer should not try to reduce their
«feelings», looking for a rational way to measure
the purchase (e.g., quantifying price variables), but
rather, they should embrace them: by reflecting upon
how they feel at that moment, they will automatically
activate the neocortex areas that regulate emotional
tone. Hence, if they can master emotions such as
fear (but also greed), they will be able to make an
informed but voluntary and self-determined choice.
To conclude, emotional regulation presents itself
as an attractive resource. Rather than the trendy
quackery based on magical solutions spread by a
huge self-help industry, fact-based evidence regarding
which techniques are both useful and within our reach
is available. If emotions, hormones, and environments
are all connected, we should intervene in this multidimensional arena in order to preserve and protect our
welfare society and the common good. In this vein,
individual responsibility, evidence-based programs
on emotional intelligence, emotional regulation, and
genuine leadership may provide truly useful skills
to make the right decisions. Despite not yet being a
reality, this is a good place to start.
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